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available at the entrance.
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Vertikal Days - the leading UK/Ireland lifting event - 
will be held this year at a new venue at Silverstone, 
Northamptonshire, in the centre of the world famous 
Formula One Grand Prix circuit. Once again the show 
will almost certainly be the largest crane and access 
exhibition in Europe. All of the major - and the vast 
majority of the minor - manufacturers will be present, a 
total of more than 120 exhibitors representing over 260 
manufacturers and service suppliers in all, displaying 
around 500 machines.  

Venue: 
Silverstone Circuit,  
Northamptonshire, NN12 8TN
Speed your entrance to the venue by 
having your badge or invitation ready 
at the main entrance
Show dates and times: 
Wednesday 24th May 10am - 5.30pm
Thursday 25th May 10am - 4.30pm
Coffee, tea and snacks served all-day 
in the Marketplace. Lunch is served 
in the Catering Pavilion or Barbecue/
Sandwich arena between 12:30 and 
14:30
Networking Event: (ticket required)
Wednesday evening 06:45 - 11:00pm 
in the Silverstone Wing above the 
Grand Prix pit garages
How to Register:
•  Pre-register online and print out  

your badge OR 
•  Bring along a completed invitation 

and swap this for a badge OR 
•  Just turn up with a business card 

and swap it for a badge. You will 
however benefit from bringing a  
copy of this magazine along with  
you to wave at the security on the 
main gate

Practical details

If you are in the market for a 
crane, some lifting gear, an aerial 
work platform, a loader crane or a 
telehandler - not to mention all the 
replacement parts, accessories, 
and business services to go with 
them, or are a regular user of 
such equipment - then Vertikal 
Days is an absolute must. 

The new venue certainly has 
its challenges in terms of the 
organisation of the event, but 
will hopefully prove a practical, 
attractive and interesting setting 
for the several thousand visitors 
expected over the two days. The 
show has moved back to its May 
dates so hopefully the weather will 
be kind. While there are numerous 
changes and improvements this 
year, the key principles of the 
event remain the same with free 
car parking, free coffee, tea and 
homemade flapjacks and a free hot 
lunch.

Learning opportunities  
As usual there will be a few 
short seminars on offer - all free 
- including a CPA open meeting 
covering its latest projects including 
maintenance, inspection and 
thorough examination of work 
platforms. The charity My Future 
My Choice is also back, organising 
its workshops for school children 
in partnership with Liebherr. 
Sessions this year will be held in 
the Silverstone Heritage pit garages 
with the students having a guided 
tour of the show to complete their 
introduction to the industry.

pigs from Bovingdon, Hertfordshire. 
The second barbecue and sandwich 
kiosk will also be located nearby. 

of ancillary equipment and services, 
from operator training to lubricants, 
tyres, fleet or site management 
software, insurance, finance, 
security systems, safety equipment 
and below the hook attachments. 
Many of these are located in the 
Marketplace which as usual also 
serves as the Pavilion Café offering 
tea, coffee and homemade flapjacks 
all day, with room to meet up, chat 
or even close a deal. 

vert ikal  daysc&a

Lunch menu Miles’ famous hog roast Barbecue stall with burgers  and sausages Vegetable lasagne Salad selection
Fruit PlatterCheese board including Spierings’ Cornish Gouda fruit basket Sandwich/baguette bar for  those in a hurry

More ancillary suppliers
This year sees a whole range of new 
exhibitors offering a wider selection 

Catering
With a larger, longer showground 
this year, a second barbecue and 
sandwich stop has been added near 
the Marketplace, while the Main 
Catering Pavilion will be the main 
base for lunch. Barry Miles and his 
team will again be providing the 
popular Hog Roast with free range 

Evening networking event 
This year the networking event will 
be held on Wednesday evening 
in the Silverstone Wing, built 
specifically for the Formula One 
Grand Prix. The well-appointed 
ballroom/event halls are located 
above the Grand Prix pit garages 
and will hopefully add a new 
dimension to the Vertikal Days 
event.

APS is sponsoring the bottled 
drinking water at Vertikal Days 
to celebrate its 30th anniversary, 
bottles are available in the Catering 
Pavilion and the Marketplace







Stand  118

See  us  a t
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A-Plant: Stand 308

Rental company A-Plant is 
the official rental sponsor 
for Vertikal Days and is 
providing ground mats, fencing, 
generators and electrical equipment. 
The company is also exhibiting 
at the event and will show a 45ft 
JLG 450AJ and a 26ft Skyjack 
SJ6826RT scissor lift from its fleet. 
These will be accompanied by 
equipment from its specialist safety 
and lifting equipment division FLG 
Services and its extensive training 
division. 

Access Industries: Stand 220/1

See Multitel Pagliero

Access Sales International: 
Stand 216

Ruthmann distributor ASI will 
display the new 51 metre Ruthmann 
T510HF, the highest platform 
available on a two axle chassis with 
up to 33 metres of outreach. Joining 
it on the stand is the 27 metre 
TB270 on a 3.5 tonne chassis and 
the new 20 metre Ecoline RS200. 

Aerial and Handling Services: 
Stand 219

The Airo distributor for the UK 
will launch two brand new Airo 
scissor lifts, the narrow aisle 
battery powered 40ft X14EN and 
40ft X14RTD Rough Terrain diesel. 
The company will also have Airo’s 
largest electric scissor - the 57ft  
XL19E - on display, as well as a 
43ft A15JRTE boom lift, a 26ft 
X10EN slab electric scissor lift 
and 10ft platform height XLP5E 
push-around lift. The company will 
also demonstrate its deckRailXtra 
material handling attachments and 
secondary guarding solutions - 
Sentinel for boom lifts and S.A.F.E 
(Self Adjustment From Entrapment) 
for scissor lifts.

Airo: Stand 219

See Aerial and Handling Services

AJ Access Platforms: Stand 224

As the UK distributor for Holland Lift, 
AJ will have the 65ft narrow aisle 
HL-220 E12 battery electric scissor 
lift with its 500kg platform capacity 
on the stand, along with the full-
width diesel version, the HL220 
D25, suitable for high capacity 

outdoor applications. AJ will also 
show the 10 metre Manitou 100VJR 
mast boom with its 3.15 metres 
of outreach and 200kg platform 
capacity and a 45ft Genie Z45/25J 
bi-energy boom lift. 

Aldercote: Stand 209

See IAPS 

Alfa Access Services: Stand 
MP21/22

Alfa Access Services is an 
independent service provider for 
the powered access industry and 
is the UK product support provider 
for Teupen, ATN, Bravi and Denka, 
specialising in service, repairs, 
training, LOLER inspections and 
bespoke installations. It also 
distributes Gantic battery chargers 
and a range of non-marking rubber 
tracks. The company will have a 
compact Bravi lift on show.

Alimak Hek: Stand 215

Mastclimber and hoist manufacturer 
Alimak Hek will show the Hek MC 
450 mastclimbing work platform 
which offers deck lengths of 10 to 
30 metres for single and twin masts 
along with the Hek TPL 500 and 
Alimak Scando 650 hoist range.

Almac: Stand 301/2

See Skyking

APS: Stand 209

Celebrating its 30th birthday this 
year, APS will host a competition on 
its stand with twin car simulators 
where people can race each other 

vert ikal  daysc&aAccess Equipment  
& Telehandlers

A Plant telehandler

Ruthmann 
TB270

Holland Lift  
HL-220 E12 will  

be on the  
AJ Access  

stand

to win prizes. There will also be 
a fastest lap competition for the 
competitive ones amongst you! 

See IAPS

Ascendant Access: Stand 301/2
See Skyking 

ATN Platforms: Stand 104

ATN will highlight its new 12 metre 
Piaf 12E mast boom with up to 
five metres of outreach as well as 
the more traditional 10 metre Piaf 
1010 mast boom, 47ft Zebra 16 
articulated boom and the production 
version of its new 23 metre Mygale 
23 spider lift.

Avant Tecno: Stand 110

See Leguan

Bil-Jax: Stand 205

See Haulotte

Bizzocchi: Stand 214 

See CTE UK

Böcker: Stand 304/5 

See Kranlyft

ATN Piaf 12E
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Boss: Stand 209

See IAPS

Bravi: Stand MP21/22

See Alfa Access Services

Bronto Skylift: Stand 117/9

Bronto Skylift will exhibit two 70 
metre S70XR truck mounted lifts 
each mounted on a 32 tonne, four-
axle chassis with an overall length 
of less than 12 metres, European 
road type approval and more than 
36 metres of outreach.

platform capacity. It will also unveil 
a new 16 metre platform for 4x4’s, 
along with a 21 metre, 3.5 tonne 
truck mounted lift. The company 
also represents Imer/Iteco and 
will have three aerial lifts from the 
manufacturer’s product line with 
working heights from 9.3 metres 
to 15.9 metres. Last year CPL 
was appointed to handle the new 
Klubb van mounted lift range in the 
UK which fits alongside its Terex 
Utilities products.

CTE UK: Stand 214

CTE will show a new MP - Multi 
Purpose - 32 metre B-Lift 32.19 MP 
mounted on a 7.5 tonne chassis 
with up to 19 metres outreach, 
which can be operated as a straight 
telescopic or articulated boom. 
Alongside it will be a new 20 
metre ZED20.2H on a 3.5 tonne 
Mercedes Sprinter chassis, the 
popular 21 metre ZED21.2JHV 
S3 now equipped with the Smart 
Stability S3 variable outrigger 
set-up system which automatically 
adjusts the platform capacity and 
lifting envelope to match the actual 
working footprint.

boom lift, unveiled at the end of 
September with its telescopic 
articulated jib and new mini-X 
chassis. Also on show will be the 
innovative 60ft direct electric drive 
hybrid Z-60/37FE articulated boom 
and other popular models such as 
the 40ft GS-4069BE hybrid scissor 
lift and the 40ft GS-4047 slab 
electric scissor lift.
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Bronto’s 70 metre S70XR

Central Platform Services: 
Stand 110

See Dinolift/Leguan

CLM/Maber: Stand 224a

Mastclimbers and hoists. 

Co.Me.T: Stand 222b

The Italian manufacturer has 
a wide range of ultra-compact 
vehicle mounted lifts that can stow 
sideways behind the chassis cab 
leaving the rest of the chassis free 
for cargo bodies, including bulk bins 
etc…

CPL: Stand 203/4

CPL - now the UK distributor for 
Palfinger Italia - will show a new 
13 metre Palfinger P130A pick-
up mounted platform with 240kg 

Co.Me.T X4

The new Palfinger P130A

CTE Zed21.2 JHV

Dingli: Stand 113/5

China’s leading aerial lift 
manufacturer Dingli will display a 
selection of products from its DC 

slab electric scissor range 
including the 45ft/1.2 
metre wide 1612DC 
and the ultra-compact 
13ft 0607DCS, 19ft 
JCPT0807DC, 26ft 1008DC 
and 39ft 1412DC models. 
Completing the line-up 
will be an 11.2 metre 
AMWP11.5-8100 mast 
boom.

Dinolift: Stand 110

Dinolift will exhibit a 
further development to 
its unusual 66ft 220XSE 
self-propelled boom lift. 
The new model features 
a levelling capability of up 
to 12 degrees and radio 
remote controls. The 
220XSE also offers remote 
controlled telehandler 
duties with a quick-change 
system between platforms 
and forks. New options on 
the machine include the 
material handling basket 
and lifting hook mounted 
onto the standard forks. 
The stand will also feature 
a number of self-propelled 
and towable work 
platforms together with 
personnel from Central 
Platform Services, the 
Dinolift UK partner.

Easylift: Stand 
203/4/301/2

See CPL/Skyking

Faraone: Stand 103

Faraone will demonstrate a range 
of units from its low-level, self-
propelled and push around ranges 
including its award-winning portable 
models which do not require 
hydraulic systems or wiring, but 
rather use a hand-held battery 
powered drill or hand crank.

Dingli  
AMWP11.5-8100  

mast boom

Dinolift 220XSE

Faraone

Gehl: Stand 208
See Manitou UK

Genie: Stand 112/4

Genie will display its new 135ft 
SX-135XC self propelled telescopic 

Genie is bringing its new  
SX-135XC to Vertikal Days
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GMG: Stand 211a

Making its worldwide debut, the 
new aerial lift entrant will unveil an 
all-new line of slab scissor lifts. The 
first models to be displayed include 
the 10ft 1030-PA, 13ft 1330-ED, 
19ft 1930-ED, 26ft 2632-ED, 33ft 
3346-ED, 40ft 4046-ED and the 46ft 
4646-ED. According to the company 
the lifts have been designed to be 
simple in terms of layout and the 
number of components but are far 
from basic featuring electric direct 
drive wheel motors for example.

GSR: Stand 111

Truck mounted platform 
manufacturer GSR will launch its 
new B240PX articulated boom lift 
with 250kg platform capacity and 
an outreach of up to 12.3 metres. 
It will be joined by the 20 metre 
B200PX on a 3.5 tonne Nissan 
NT400 chassis with 300kg platform 
capacity and the 17 metre E170TJV 
on a 5.2 tonne Iveco Daily chassis, 
not to mention the 22 metre 228TJ.

boom lifts including the new 85ft 
HT85RTJ telescopic unveiled late 
last year, and will demonstrate 
its latest technology including the 
Activ Screen, Acvtiv Lighting, Stop 
Emissions and updated Activ Shield 
Bar secondary guarding system, all 
of which are being rolled out across 
the product range this year. The 
company will also show the new 
Star 6 AC vertical mast boom, Star 
10 AC mast boom and Optimum 8 
AC direct drive electric slab scissor 
lift. The Haulotte telehandler range 
will be represented by the 14 metre, 
4,000kg HTL4014 latest generation 
telehandler with Tier 4F engine and 
no need for DPF or Ad-Blu.

German mast boom manufacturer 
will exhibit the world’s largest mast 
boom, the Helix 1508, with a 15 
metre working height and eight 
metres outreach - thanks to its 
four section telescopic jib - at an 
up and over height of more than 
seven metres. Also on show will be 
the more traditional 12 metre Helix 
1205 with more than five metres of 
outreach and finally the company 
will launch its new mast boom 
industrial crane - the Helix K 12500. 
(See Cranes)

Hinowa: Stand 210

Hinowa will launch its new 13 metre 
Lightlift 13.70, the smallest model 
in its range which incorporates all 
the latest features and aims to re-
invigorate the compact, lower level 
spider lift market. It will be joined by 
the new 15 metre Lightlift 15.70 as 
well as the 20 metre 20.10 Lithium 
and 26 metre 26.14. The company 
will also demonstrate its new 
secondary guarding system.

Holland Lift: Stand 224

See AJ Access Platforms

IAPS Group: Stand 209

IAPS combines APS equipment 
sales and the IPS replacement 
parts business, and will show the 
new 13.2 metre Socage A314 
pick-up truck mounted platform 
offering 7.2 metres of outreach 
having become the UK distributor 
this year. The company will also 
show a range of Genie booms and 
scissors, Aldercote van mounts, 
Wienold material lifts and low-level 
Youngman BoSS platforms. IPS 
will demonstrate its parts service 
along with outrigger mat supplier 
Outriggerpads.

IMA: Stand 103

See Faraone

Imer: Stand 203/4
See CPL

Instant Upright: Stand 222a

Instant Access Towers will show 
a selection of its non-powered 
access products, aimed at the rental 
market. The stand will include the 
folding Snappy work platform and 
Podiums ideal for internal works, 
the Instant single man Mono Tower, 
Instant Spandeck walkways and the 
Instant Span 500 Mobile Access 
Tower.

IPS: Stand 209

See IAPS 

Isoli: Stand 201a

Isoli will give a global debut to 
the 24 metre PNT 240 articulated 
telescopic platform, with a 7.5 
metre outreach at the full 250kg 
capacity. Alongside this is the 13.3 
metre MPT 140 on a Nissan Navara 
chassis, with 230kg platform 
capacity.

Iteco: Stand 203/4

See CPL

Ixolift: Stand 116

See Russon Access

JCB: Stand 300

The JCB stand is likely to attract 
a good deal of attention this year 
with its all-new range of aerial work 
platforms including its new scissor 
lifts, represented by the 19ft S1930, 
26ft S2632, 40ft S4046 and 45ft 
S4550. There might also be the 
opportunity to see the first of its 
new boom lift models. Telehandlers 
on display 
will include 
the new four 
tonne/17.5 
metre 540-
180 HiViz 
and the six 
metre 525-
60 Compact 
telehandler.
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The first  
GMG lift,  

the 2632-ED

GSR’s new B240PX

GT Lifting Solutions: Stand 506

GT Lifting will show its heavy duty 
and 360 degree telehandlers from 
Magni and Merlo. The company also 
offers contract lift services, CPCS 
(Construction Plant Competence 
Scheme) training, specialist 
attachments and assistance with 
lift plans.

Haulotte: Stand 205

Haulotte UK will focus on its new 

Hematec: Stand 218

Making its first appearance at 
Vertikal Days, the highly innovative 

Haulotte 
HT85RTJ.

Haulotte’s new Star 6 AC  
vertical mast boom

The 15 metre 
Hematec  
Helix 1508

The new Hinowa 
Lightlift 13.70.

Socage A314
JCB S2632 
scissor lift
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JLG: Stand 106/8

JLG will have several new 
products on the stand, including 
the company’s first true hybrid 
model, the 80ft H800AJ articulated 
boom lift with its all-new parallel 
Hybrid drive system that will soon 
be transferred to other models 
in the range. The company has 
also redesigned its 600 series of 
60 and 66ft boom lifts with dual 
platform capacities and improved 
performance characteristics. This 
will also be the first opportunity to 
test its new secondary guarding 
systems for booms and scissor lifts.

Klubb: Stand 203/4 

See CPL

Leguan: Stand 110

Leguan machines on show will 
include the new 19 metre L190 
spider lift with an outreach of 9.6 
metres and a platform capacity of 
230kg, along with the new 16.5 
metre Leguan L165 spider lift.

Magni: Stand 506

See GT Lifting Solutions

Manitou UK: Stand 208 

Manitou will focus on its access 
range with the 10 metre 100VJR 
mast boom, its lightweight hydraulic 
drive 12 metre Man’Go 12 and best-
selling 46ft articulated Rough Terrain 
articulated boom lift. Its telehandler 
range will include the all-new, 
ultra-compact four metre/2,000kg 
Manitou MT420 telehandler.

Mantall:  Stand 223b

Mantall exhibiting for the first time 
in the UK will show two units from 
its slab scissor lift range.

MEC: Stand 211a

A number of MEC machines will be 
displayed on the GMG stand.

See GMG

Multitel Pagliero: Stand 220/1

Multitel will exhibit a selection of 
platforms from its 3.5 and 7.5 tonne 
truck mounted range including the 
22.6 metre MJ 226 telescopic with 
jib and MJ 201S models, 25 metre 
MX 250 and 29 metre MX 290e. It 
will also show the 25 metre SMX 
250 tracked spider lift. This will also 
be last event for long-time sales 
director Jerry Kist before he moves 
to a new role.  

Niftylift: Stand 118

Niftylift will use the show to display 
a number of new products, including 
its first telescopic trailer lift, the 
completely revamped 63ft HR21 
4x4 with on-board diagnostics, 
new controls and electronics and 
restyled covers. Also expect further 
new product debuts on the stand, 
possibly including the new 14 metre 
telescopic trailer lift.

Oil&Steel: Stand 211/2

See Hird 

Ommelift: Stand 209

See IAPS 

Pagliero: Stand 220/1

See Multitel Pagliero

JLG  
H800AJ 
Hybrid

Manitou 
Man’Go 12

Niftylift will show an  
updated version of its HR21



Palfinger Platforms:  
Stand 203/4/301/2

Palfinger Platforms above 3.5 tonnes 
- See Skyking

Palfinger Platforms Italia - See CPL

PB Lifttechnik: Stand 116

PB heavy duty scissor lifts will be 
featured on the Russon Access 
stand.

See Russon Access

Platform Basket: Stand 200

See Promax Access

Pop-Up: Stand 105/7

See Snorkel

Power Towers: Stand 106/8

Power Towers low level and 
manually powered work platforms 
can be found on the JLG stand.

See JLG

range of access products on a 
stand shared with PB Lifttechnik.  
Products will include its updated 
range of access equipment that 
does not require batteries or 
hydraulics.

Ruthmann: Stand 216

See Access Sales International

Sky Aces: Stand 301/2

See Skyking

Skyjack: Stand 100/2

Skyjack will highlight the all-new 
85ft SJ85AJ articulated boom lift 
with 17.7 metres of outreach at an 
up and over height of 10.36 metres 
and a dual 340/227kg platform 
capacity. Other key features include 
SkyRiser with true vertical parallel 
lift from the dual over-centre riser, 
four wheel axle type drive with diff 
lock and EasyDrive direction sensing 
drive and steer system. Other 
products will include the 16ft SJ16 
mast lift, 19ft SJ3219, 26ft SJ3226, 
32ft SJ4632 and 40ft SJ4740 
DC slab electric scissor lifts, 32ft 
SJ6832RTE Hybrid scissor and 41ft 
SJ9241RT Rough Terrain scissor 
lift, together with the 46ft SJ46AJ 
Rough Terrain articulated boom and 
30ft SJ30ARJE battery powered 
industrial boom lift with rotating jib.
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Platform Basket 
Spider 18.90

Skyjack SJ85AJ

Skyking: Stand 301/2

Skyking will show several Palfinger 
truck mounted platforms alongside 
the new 32ft Almac tracked scissor 
lift with dynamic auto levelling and 
a number of other new products.

The Almac auto 
levelling Bibi 
scissor lift

Promax Access: Stand 200

Promax Access will highlight 
Platform Basket spider lifts 
including the 13.4 metre Spider 
13.80 super-compact lithium-
hybrid model with eight metres 
of outreach, 2.9 metre wide 
footprint and user friendly remote 
tracking and extending chassis. 
The company will also show the 
27 metre Spider 27.14 Hybrid, 
with an overall width of just 
890mm when stowed and up to 
14 metres of outreach. The 18 
metre Spider 18.90 PRO is now 
available with fibreglass bucket 
platform, radio remote controls, 
two speed tracking, auto set up 
and platform rotation.

ReachCraft: Stand 116

See Russon Access

Russon Access: Stand 116

Russon Access will show a 



Snorkel UK: Stand 105/7

Snorkel will show its new TM12E 
and TM16E mast type lifts, 
alongside a selection of its slab 
electric scissor lift range, the A38 
articulated boom and the Speed 
Level sigma type lift. Also look out 
for the new compact 2.5 tonne/
six metre telehandler, first seen at 
Conexpo in March.

Socage: Stand 209

See IAPS

Terex Utilities: Stand 203/4

See CPL

Teupen: Stand 109

Teupen will exhibit the 18 metre 
Leo18GT Plus with the new option 
of hydraulically adjustable tracks. 
Also the Leo 21GT and the new 
Leo 35T telescopic spider lifts, 
with the latter making its UK debut 
and offering up to 17.7 metres of 
outreach. 

Toucan: Stand 106/8

See JLG

Versalift: Stand 207

Versalift will show the first 17 metre 
VDT170-F platform sold in the UK, 

mounted on a five tonne Mercedes 
Sprinter chassis. This will be 
accompanied by a set of platforms 
all returning to Vertikal Days 
including the 14 metre ETL38-F (E6) 
also the first sold in the UK, as well 
as a 13 metre ETL36-F (E6) and 
a 14.3 metre ETM38-F (E6). Also 
confirmed is the UK launch of the 
15 metre low voltage platform on a 
7.5T U218 Unimog, the 13.3 metre 
pick-up mounted LAT135-H platform 
and the UK launch of the new 24.2 
metre VTX240. Visitors are invited 
to take the Landmark Challenge on 
the stand for a chance to win £150 
of hotel vouchers.

Wienold Lift: Stand 209/11/2

See IAPS/Hird

Xtreme: Stand 105/7

See Snorkel 

Youngman: Stand 209
See IAPS

Vertikal Days c&a

Snorkel TM16E Teupen’s Leo 35T makes its UK debut

Versalift VTX240
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AGD Equipment: Stand 600

AGD is the distributor for both 
Sennebogen and Marchetti cranes 
in the UK and Ireland and will show 
two telescopic crawlers - the 40 
tonne Sennebogen 643 with its 
30 metre main boom and the 25 
tonne Marchetti CW25.35 Sherpina 
with its 25.1 metre five section 
main boom and 3.6 to 8.1 metre 
extension and work platform option. 

Artic Crane: Stand 603

See City Lifting

Böcker: Stand 304/5

See Kranlyft

City Lifting: Stand 603

One of the founding companies 
of Vertikal Days, City Lifting and 
partner Linden Comansa will use the 
event for the worldwide unveiling 
of the new Linden Comansa tower 
crane cab mounted on a short 
16LC260 tower. The cab will be 
standard on all cranes shipped 
from July onwards. City Lifting 
also distributes Artic crane and 
may have the latest Raptor 184 
articulated crane on the stand.

have its full range of plastic Power 
Pad outrigger mats on display, 
along with the company’s new 
steel outrigger mat range and 
crane storage systems. Crowland 
is also the Trimble Lifting Solutions 
distributor for the range of wireless 
safety and measuring systems and 
will have live demonstrations of its 
latest wind speed systems, under-
hook load cells and tilt sensors. 
One model to check out is a fully 
restored Allen T644 truck mounted 
crane from the 1950’s. The project 
demonstrates what the company 
is capable of when it comes to 
rebuilds and refurbishments.

Demag: Stand 313/4

See Terex Cranes

Falcon Tower Crane Services: 
Stand 303

First time exhibitors Falcon Tower 
Crane Services will highlight its self-
erecting tower crane division with 
the latest Potain IGO50 tower crane 
complete with the Gapo positioning 
machine. It will also have a Fassi 
F660RA.2.26 articulated crane 
mounted on the latest Volvo FH540 
chassis alongside a Jaso J118HPA 
luffing jib tower crane. Its power 
generation division will show a 
new stage 3a Cummins 250kVa 
generator. Falcon will be offering the 
chance to win a luxury hamper from 
Fortnum & Mason - just drop your 
business card in a jar on the stand 
and one will be randomly selected 
on Thursday.

Cranes & Lifting 
Equipment 

The Marchetti CW25.35  
crane will be on AGD’s stand

Comansa: Stand 603

See City Lifting

Cormidi: Stand 101

See GGR 

Crowland Cranes: 
Stand 400

Crowland Cranes will 
exhibit the new Grove 
35 tonne RT540E Rough 
Terrain crane with the 
latest CCS operating 
system. It is also the 
dealer for Ormig pick & 
carry cranes but will not 
show a model this time 
round. However it will 

Linden 
Comansa

Grove RT540E

The Gapo tower 
crane positioner will 
be demonstrated on 
the Falcon stand
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Fassi: Stand 222

See Macs Truck Sales

Ferrari: Stand 202
See Shawtrack Services

FLG Services: Stand 308
See A-Plant

Galizia: Stand 101

See GGR 

GGR Group: Stand 101

GGR will display its Unic spider 
crane range, including the new the 
URW 706-2, which includes an 
innovative hydraulic searcher hook 
to provide a maximum hook height 
of 25.9 metres. The company will 
also display Galizia pick & carry 
cranes and a mini crawler crane 
from Sunward, alongside glazing 
robots and glass vacuum lifters.

1508 mast boom which has a 
maximum tip height of 11 metres 
and up to five metres radius. At a 
height of nearly seven metres it 
can handle 150kg and 350kg at 4.2 
metres.

Hird Group: Stand 211/2

Hird will display a variety of brands 
and products, including PM loader 
cranes, Oil&Steel access platforms 
and from Valla the 25EL pick & carry 
crane. The company will also show 
Oktopus vacuum lifters from Wirth 
and the new Winlet 1000 glazing 
robot. The Wienold MFC 750K, 
one of the largest floor cranes on 
the market will also be on display 
alongside the GML 800+ DC/AC 
electric version of Wienold’s 7.9 
metre vertical material lift with 
800kg capacity. 

the all-new JF545 spider crane with 
10 tonne lifting capacity. Alongside 
this will be the improved six tonne 
Jekko SPK60 mini crawler crane 
and the D40 tracked carrier which 
can move across rough indoor or 
outdoor terrains and traverse ramps 
up to 40 degrees.

Kato: Stand 309/10/11

See Rivertek Services/NMT Crane Hire

Kobelco Cranes Europe:  
Stand 602

The 100 tonne CKE900G2 will be on 
the Kobelco stand equipped with 
Euro Tier 4 Final engine. The crane 
can lift its maximum capacity at 3.6 
metres and handle 90 tonnes at 3.9 
metres.

cranes will also be on display 
- check out their latest safety 
equipment. There will also be a 
selection of Böcker aluminium truck 
cranes including the AK46-6000, 
AK37-4000 and the RK36-2400 on a 
tracked chassis.

Liebherr: Stand 317-20

Liebherr will show a wide selection 
of its All Terrain crane range along 
with two mobile tower cranes. The 
highlight is sure to be the first public 
appearance in Europe of the new 
90 tonne LTM 1090 4.2. The four 
axle All Terrain features a 60 metre 
main boom and is able to carry all 
of its ballast on the road. Other All 
Terrain cranes on display will be 
the 100th 60 tonne LTM 1060 to 
be delivered in the UK, a 300 tonne 
LTM 1300, a 130 tonne LTM 1130, 
a 50 tonne LTM 1050, and a 100 
tonne LTM 1100. From the mobile 
tower crane range, Liebherr will 
highlight the MK140 which will be 
shown alongside the smaller MK88. 
As usual, Liebherr Training Services 
personnel will be on hand to discuss 
all or any of your training needs and 
do not miss the popular Liebherr 
shop.

vert ikal  daysc&a

Giraf Track: Stand 101 

See GGR 

Grove: Stand 401-4
See Manitowoc

Grove will show its 35 tonne RT540 
Rough Terrain crane, which features 
Manitowoc’s Crane Control System 
(CCS). Other Groves on show 
include the GMK5150L, GMK5250L 
and GMK4100L-1 All Terrain cranes. 
Also check the demonstration of 
the Viab turbo clutch module and 
integrated retarder, now fitted to 
most Grove All Terrains.

Hematec: Stand 218

The mast boom specialist will 
launch its new Helix K 12500 
industrial crane derived from its 

Unic

Hematec will launch the  
Helix K 12500 industrial crane

See the European debut of 
Liebherr’s LTM 1090 4.2

Hitachi-Sumitomo: Stand 604

See NRC Plant

HTC Wolffkran: Stand 315

HTC Wolffkran will present its crane 
hire division with the stand featuring 
the Wolff WK166B luffing jib tower 
crane. Trainer examiners from Wolff 
Training will also be present to 
promote its courses and to discuss 
training needs.

Jaso: Stand 303

See Falcon Tower Crane Services

Jekko: Stand 508/9

See JT Cranes

JT Cranes: Stand 508/9

The UK dealer for Jekko will show 

Valla 25EL

Jekko SPK60

Kranlyft: Stand 304/5

Kranlyft will exhibit the full range 
of Maeda spider cranes, including 
the new 995kg MK1033 articulated 
knuckle boom model, the new eight 
tonne MC815, and the 2.82 tonne 
MC285 which will be available 
for demonstration. The recently 
launched five tonne CC985S-1 and 
six tonne CC1485 mini crawler 

Kobelco  
CKE900G2

CC1485 mini crawler crane
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A S Joysticks:  Stand 504
A-Plant:  Stand 308
A-Plant Training:  Stand 308
Access Industries:  Stand 220/1
Access Sales International:  Stand 216
Aerial and Handling Services:  Stand 219
AGD Equipment:  Stand 600
Ainscough Training Services:  Stand MP29
Airo:  Stand 219
AJ Access Platforms:  Stand 224
Aldercote:  Stand 209
Alfa Access Services:  Stand MP21/22
Alimak Hek:  Stand 215
Alimats (Beresford) Flooring:  Stand MP33
Almac:  Stand 301/2
Aluexbeams:  Stand MP38
AMCS Technologies:  Stand MP5
AmerParts:  Stand 217a
Andover Trailers:  Stand 305a
APS:  Stand 209
Artic Crane:  Stand 603
Ascendant Access:  Stand 301/2
ATN Platforms:  Stand 104
Avant Tecno:  Stand 110
Bil-Jax:  Stand 205
Bizzocchi:  Stand 214 
Böcker:  Stand 304/5
Boss:  Stand 209
Bravi:  Stand MP21/22
Brilliant Ideas:  Stand MP33
Bronto Skylift:  Stand 117/9
Carl Stahl Evita:  Stand MP18
Central Platform Services:  Stand 110
CGS Tyres:  Stand 201
Checkers Safety Group:  Stand MP11
City Lifting:  Stand 603
CLM/Maber:  Stand 224a
Comansa:  Stand 603
Co.Me.T:  Stand 222b
Cormidi:  Stand 101
CPA:  Stand 226
CPL:  Stand 203/4
Crane Mats & Tackle:  Stand 311
Cranes Today:  Marketplace
Cranesafe:  Stand MP26
Crowland Cranes:  Stand 400
Crown Batteries:  Stand MP24
CTE UK:  Stand 214
Cultor Tyres:  Stand 201
Demag:  Stand 313/4
Dingli:  Stand 113/5
Dinolift:  Stand 110
Easylift:  Stand 203/4/301/2
elebia:  Stand MP3
Falcon Tower Crane Services:  Stand 303
Faraone:  Stand 103

Fassi:  Stand 222
Ferrari:  Stand 202
FLG Services:  Stand 308
Galizia:  Stand 101
Gantic Battery Chargers:  Stand MP21/22
Gapo:  Stand 303
GB Lubricants:  Stand 502
Gehl:  Stand 208
Genie:  Stand 112/4
GGR Group:  Stand 101
Giraf Track:  Stand 101 
Glasboy:  Stand 101
GMG:  Stand 211a
Goldhofer:  Stand 305a
Gorbel:  Stand MP18
Grove:  Stand 401-4
GSR:  Stand 111
GT Lifting Solutions:  Stand 506
GT Trax:  Stand MP1
Haulotte:  Stand 205
Hematec:  Stand 218
Hinowa:  Stand 210
Hird Group:  Stand 211/2
Hitachi-Sumitomo:  Stand 604
Hitec Lift Trucks:  Stand 205a
Holland Lift:  Stand 224
HTC Wolffkran:  Stand 315
IAPS Group:  Stand 209
Identipro:  Stand MP23
IMA:  Stand 103
Imer:  Stand 203/4
inspHire:  Stand MP27
Instant Upright:  Stand 222a
Intellitec MV:  Stand MP4
Interpump UK:  Stand MP2
IPAF:  Stand 120
IPS:  Stand 209
Isoli:  Stand 201a
Iteco:  Stand 203/4
Ixolift:  Stand 116
Jaama:  Stand MP7
Jaso:  Stand 303
JCB:  Stand 300
Jekko:  Stand 508/9
JLG:  Stand 106/8
JT Cranes:  Stand 508/9
Kargo King:  Stand 119a
Kassbohrer:  Stand 202
Kato:  Stand 309/10/11
King Trailers:  Stand 301/2
Klubb:  Stand 203/4 
Kobelco Cranes:  Stand 602
Kranlyft:  Stand 304/5
Latch and Batchelor:  Stand 501
Leguan:  Stand 110
Liebherr:  Stand 317-20

Lifting Gear UK:  Stand 312
Linden Comansa:  Stand 603
Link-Belt:  Stand 604
Live Trackway:  Stand 308
Lubitec:  Stand 217b
Mace Industries:  Stand 218a
Macs Trucks:  Stand 222
Maeda:  Stand 304/5
Magnetek:  Stand MP10
Magni:  Stand 506
Mait:  Stand 600
Manitex:  Stand 211/2
Manitou UK:  Stand 208
Manitowoc:  Stand 401-4
Mantall:  Stand 223b
Mantis/Tadano:  Stand 306/7
Marchetti:  Stand 600
Mather+Stuart:  Stand 308
MEC:  Stand 211a
Mentor Training Solutions:  Stand MP36
Michelin Tyres:  Stand 225
Miller Weblift:  Stand MP6
Mitas Tyres:  Stand 201
Modulift:  Stand MP25
Montracon:  Stand 213
Multitel Pagliero:  Stand 220/1
Myerscough College:  Stand MP9
Niftylift:  Stand 118
NMT Crane Hire:  Stand 311
Nolim:  Stand 507
NRC Plant:  Stand 604
Oil&Steel:  Stand 211/2
Ommelift:  Stand 209
Orlaco:  Stand MP26
Ormig:  Stand 400
Osprey:  Stand MP37
OTR Wheel Engineering:  Stand MP13/14
Outriggerpads:  Stand 510
Pagliero:  Stand 220/1
Palfinger Platforms:  Stand 203/4/301/2
Paragon Bank:  Stand MP31
Paus:  Stand 101
PB Lifttechnik:  Stand 116
Plansafe Solutions:  Stand MP15
Platform Basket:  Stand 200
Platinum Batteries:  Stand MP28
PM Group:  Stand 211/2
Pop-Up:  Stand 105/7
Potain:  Stand 401-4
Power Jacks - Load  
Monitoring Solutions:  Stand MP32
Power Towers:  Stand 106/8
Power-Pads:  Stand 400
Probst Handling Equipment:  Stand 119b
Promax Access:  Stand 200
PSR:  Stand 112/4

Rayco Wylie Systems:  Stand MP17
ReachCraft:  Stand 116
Reedyk:  Stand 200
RidgeGear:  Stand MP6
Rima:  Stand MP19/20
Ritchie Bros Auctioneers:  Stand MP30
Rivertek Services:  Stand 309/10
Russon Access:  Stand 116
Ruthmann:  Stand 216
SafetyLiftinGear:  Stand 503
Sanctuary Zone:  Stand 219
Sennebogen:  Stand 600
Sensor Technology:  Stand MP40
Shawtrack Services:  Stand 202
Shield Batteries:  Stand MP24
SKM Asset Finance:  Stand 505
Sky Aces:  Stand 301/2
Skyjack:  Stand 100/2
Skyking:  Stand 301/2
Snorkel UK:  Stand 105/7
Socage:  Stand 209
SpanSet:  Stand MP12
Spierings:  Stand 316
Steadplan:  Stand 223a
Sterling GP:  Stand 119a
Sunward:  Stand 101
Syrinx by Point of Rental:  Stand MP8
Tackle Store:  Stand 503
Tadano:  Stand 306/7
Terex Cranes:  Stand 313/4
Terex Utilities:  Stand 203/4
Teupen:  Stand 109
Thermoil:  Stand 209
TMC Lifting Supplies:  Stand 400
Top Service:  Stand MP16
Toucan:  Stand 106/8
Towergate Insurance Brokers: Stand MP35
Trackunit:  Stand MP34
Trimble Lifting Solutions:  Stand 400
Trojan Batteries:  Stand MP28
TuffTrak:  Stand MP11
TVH:  Stand 206
Unic:  Stand 101
Unitex UK:  Stand MP6
Universal Crane Mats:  Stand 500
Valla:  Stand 211/2
Verope:  Stand 501
Versalift:  Stand 207
Vertikal Press:  Marketplace
Welton Media:  Marketplace
Wienold:  Stand 209
Wienold Lift:  Stand 209/11/2
Winlet:  Stand 211/2
Wolffkran:  Stand 315
Xtreme:  Stand 105/7
Youngman:  Stand 209

Wednesday 24th May 2017  
Times Meetings, Seminars & Workshops Location
All day InspHire - Customer 1-2-1s Meeting Room (next to Marketplace)
All day My Future My Choice Garages 12a - 12c

Thursday 25th May 2017  
Times Meetings, Seminars & Workshops Location

All day InspHire - Customer 1-2-1s Meeting Room (next to Marketplace)
10.30am CPA - Strategic Forum Plant Safety Group Silverstone Wing
All day My Future My Choice Garages 12a - 12c

M e e t i n g s  a n d  S e m i n a r s

E x h i b i t o r  a n d  b r a n d  l i s t i n g

56 cranes & access  May  2017   
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S i l v e r s t o n e 
May 24th-25th 2017
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LTM 1060.3.1. Joining these will be 
a 50 tonne Liebherr LTC 1050 and a 
35 tonne Kato KRi350 City-type All 
Terrain crane. The company will also 
show a selection of spreader beams 
and outrigger mats, with the launch 
of NMT’s new tackle shop called 
Crane Mats & Tackle.

NRC Plant: Stand 604

NRC Plant will highlight the 
message “green is the theme”, 
with the Tier 4 Hitachi-Sumitomo 
SCX800A-3 crawler crane and 
100 tonne Link-Belt TCC-1100 
telescopic crawler crane, both 
with fuel efficient power units. The 
company will also show a new 
Maeda CC1485 mini crawler crane 
with environmentally friendly Izusu 
engine. There will also be a number 
of ancillary products from within the 
group including man baskets, rescue 
cages and skips.

Linden Comansa: Stand 603

See City Lifting

Link-Belt: Stand 604

See NRC Plant

Maeda: Stand 304/5

See Kranlyft

Mait: Stand 600

See AGD Equipment

Manitex: Stand 211/2

See Hird

Manitowoc: Stand 401-4

The Grove cranes on show include 
the 35 tonne RT 540 Rough Terrain 
crane, with the Crane Control 
System (CCS), the GMK5150L, 
GMK5250L and GMK4100L-1 All 
Terrain cranes. This will also be 
the first chance to see the new 
four tonne Potain HUP 40-30 self-
erecting tower crane with 40 metre 
jib. The new crane will be shown in 
partnership with UK-based tower 
crane specialist Ladybird Crane 
Hire, which is adding it to its rental 
fleet.

Mantis/Tadano: Stand 306/7

See Tadano 

Marchetti: Stand 600

See AGD Equipment

NMT Crane Hire: Stand 311

UK rental company NMT 
Crane Hire will show 
two All Terrain 
cranes, a 100 
tonne Terex 
AC100-4L and a 
60 tonne Liebherr 

Sumitomo 
SCX800A-3 

crawler crane
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Ormig: Stand 400

See Crowland Cranes

Osprey: Stand MP37

Osprey Heavy Lift runs a fleet of 
large mobile cranes from 500 tonnes 
up to the 1,000 tonne Liebherr LTM 
1800D and claims to run the largest 
fleet of Self Propelled Modular 
Transports (SPMT) in the UK, as 
well as providing jacking/skating 
systems, and wide load/heavy lift 
transport.

Reedyk: Stand 200

UK dealer Promax Access will 
launch Reedyk’s lithium battery 
powered super compact three tonne 
PC4405 pick & carry crane with nine 
metre hook height, one metre overall 
width and 1.8 metre overall height, 
with up to 30 degrees of slew for 
increased versatility.

Rivertek Services: Stand 309/10

Kato’s European distributor Rivertek 
will display the full range of Kato 
City-type All Terrain cranes including 
the 35 tonne CR-350Ri, 20 tonne 
CR-200Ri and 13 tonne CR-130Ri, all 
laid out on a larger stand, following 
its more modest show debut last 
year.  

Sennebogen: Stand 600

See AGD Equipment

Spierings: Stand 316

Spierings will show its new four 
axle SK597-AT4 mobile self-erecting 
tower crane which boasts a 48 

metre jib that can handle 1,700kg at 
the tip and lift a maximum capacity 
of seven tonnes. The crane provides 
a maximum hook height of 58.1 
metres with the jib luffed to 45 
degrees. Alongside will be the larger 
six axle SK1265-AT6.

Sunward: Stand 101

See GGR

Tadano: Stand 306/7

Tadano will use the event for the 

UK launch of the new 130 tonne 
ATF 130G-5 with its 60 metre main 
boom, new carrier cab and latest 
Euromot 4 engine. Also on the 
stand, the 220 tonne ATF 220G-5 All 
Terrain with a new cab, following 
its debut at last year’s event. It will 
be joined by a 70 tonne ATF 70G-4, 
the only 70 tonne All Terrain on the 
market with twin engines.

Terex Cranes: Stand 313/4

Terex Cranes will be back with a 
number of new cranes and will be 
looking for feedback on the relaunch 
of its City-type All Terrain crane 
range due to begin with the 45 
tonne Demag AC 45. The company 
is on a recovery plan under new 
president Steve Filipov and has a 
great deal to talk about.

Vertikal Days c&a

Paus: Stand 101

See GGR

PM Group: Stand 211/2

See Hird 

Potain: Stand 401-4
Also see Manitowoc

The show will be the first chance to 
see the new four tonne Potain HUP 
40-30 self-erecting tower crane with 
40 metre Jib. The new crane will be 
shown in partnership with UK-based 
tower crane specialist Ladybird 
Crane Hire, which is adding the 
crane to its fleet.

Osprey runs a fleet of 
mobile cranes

Potain HUP 40-30 
self-erecting tower 

crane

Reedyk PC4405

35 tonne Kato CR-350Ri

Spierings’ new SK597-AT4

Unic: Stand 101

See GGR 

Valla: Stand 211/2

See Hird

Wienold: Stand 209

See IAPS

Wolffkran: Stand 315
See HTC Wolffkran

Tadano  
ATF 220G-5

Terex AC 40/2L
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A S Joysticks: Stand 504

New exhibitor A S Joysticks will 
show the Koduct Cable chain 
carriers, as well as Spohn & 
Burkhardt Controls. There will be 
complete operator course units, 
cable chain assemblies, joystick 
controllers and much more. A raffle 
will be held on the stand to win a 
five litre barrel of locally brewed real 
ale. Simply post your business card 
in the box on the stand to enter.

A-Plant Training: Stand 308

See A-Plant

Ainscough Training Services: 
Stand MP29

Ainscough Training Services is 
one of the largest independent 
specialist training providers in the 
UK, delivering training to industries 
wherever lifting operations take 
place including construction 
manufacturing, engineering 
& transportation, aerospace, 
renewable energy, utility sectors 
and the MoD.

Alimats (Beresford) Flooring: 
Stand MP33

See Brilliant Ideas

Aluexbeams: Stand MP38

Finnish manufacturer Aluexbeams 
is returning and will show its light 
aluminium spreader beams that can 
lift up to 10 tonnes.

AMCS Technologies: Stand MP5

AMCS Technologies - the French 
manufacturer of safety devices 
for tower cranes and other lifting 
machinery - is making its Vertikal 
Days debut. On the stand will be 
the DCS60, an anti-collision and 
zone protection system, which can 
be fitted to all types of cranes to 
work in real time. The company 
also makes site supervisors, 
anemometers and aviation lights 
as well as being a dealer for video 
cameras.

AmerParts: Stand 217a

Newly established AmerParts UK 
supplies replacement parts for 
aerial work platforms. The company 
will exhibit replacement wheels, 
joysticks, control boxes and battery 
chargers for Genie, Skyjack, JLG, 
Haulotte, UpRight and other brands. 
The company will also promote 
Power Source, its own range of 
water resistant battery chargers. 

A competition is also available 
on the stand to win a ride on the 
Silverstone Formula One track in 
a Ferrari F430 which can be seen 
on the stand. Drop by and fill in a 
competition form before the winner 
is announced on Thursday.

Andover Trailers: Stand 305a

On the Andover Trailers stand 
you will find the latest in bespoke 
trailers and plant bodies tailored 
for access and general rental 
companies, including the SFSL44 
trailer which features a semi-sloping 
deck allowing access to the whole 
length of the trailer for low ground 
clearance equipment. A truck with 
low-profile Beavertail plant body 
will also be featured on the stand as 
well as one of the latest Goldhofer 
trailers.

Brilliant Ideas: Stand MP33

Brilliant Ideas will show four new 
products at Vertikal Days. Tower 
Trucks aims to make moving tower 
scaffolding easier. It consists of 
two parts - a fully adjustable clamp 
which can be fitted to any tower 
with an in-built tow hitch, and 
a wheeled tow ball with a long 
leverage handle. Also Hook Buddy - 
launched in January - will be shown 
which magnetically holds a ratchet 
strap hook temporarily in place on 
the tie pin whilst ratcheting down a 
load onto a trailer. The Mini Stacker 
Packer will also be on display 
which interlocks both sideways 
and in height to form a safe and 
stable shim stack to build up height 

shortfalls, and finally Mortarvator, 
a lightweight mixer used to mix 
concrete and mortar.

Carl Stahl Evita: Stand MP18

Carl Stahl Evita will show its latest 
MaxX lifting magnets with sizes 
ranging from 125kg to 2,000kg. The 
company will also display the latest 
technology on RUD lifting points, the 
VLBG Plus and VRS Lifting Eyebolts.

CGS Tyres: Stand 201

See Mitas Tyres

Checkers Safety Group:  
Stand MP11

Checkers Safety Group specialises 
in all ground cover, ground 
protection and stabilisation mats 
and outriggers to support vehicles 
and heavy loads, with special 
emphasis on all types of crane and 
on all types of terrain. TuffTrak mat 
samples will be shown together 
with cable protection systems and 
outrigger pads, with a potential 
launch of the new range of DICA 
Safety Tech Outriggers.

CPA: Stand 226

The Construction Plant-hire 
Association represents equipment 
rental companies and is the main 
association for crane hire companies 
in the UK. The CPA will hold an 
open meeting on the Thursday 
to discuss the latest projects 
including maintenance, inspection 

Vertikal Days c&a
other equipment  
and services etc...

and thorough examination of work 
platforms. Also stop by and learn 
about the benefits of membership.  

Crane Mats & Tackle: Stand 311

See NMT Crane Hire

Cranes Today: Marketplace

The oldest English language crane 
magazine will have the latest issues 
on display in the entrance marquee.

Cranesafe: Stand MP26

Crane safety specialist Cranesafe 
distributes SMIE tower crane 
anti-collision systems, crane 
management systems and Orlaco 
boom tip cameras and other 
products in the UK and Ireland. The 
company will also show ProSITE, 
new software dedicated to jobsite 
management.

Crown Batteries: Stand MP24

See Shield Batteries

Cultor Tyres: Stand 201

See Mitas Tyres

elebia: Stand MP3

elebia will demonstrate its unique 
automatic hook which allows for 
the attachment and release of 
loads remotely and safely without 
any personnel handling. Ask about 
the new Evo2 Hook which elebia 
introduced last year, boasting a new 
2.5 tonne working load and a lighter, 
more compact and versatile design.

Brilliant Ideas’  
Hook Buddy

TuffTrak XT elebia automatic hook

The MaxX lifting magnet
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Gantic Battery Chargers: Stand 
MP21/22

See Alfa Access Services

Gapo: Stand 303
See Falcon Tower Crane Services

GB Lubricants: Stand 502

UK manufacturer GB Lubricants is 
making its debut at Vertikal Days, 
and will display GB Unipower HVI 
A46, a high viscosity hydraulic 
fluid capable of operating at a 
wider range of temperatures with 
improved operational hours. The 
Unipower hydraulic range will 
also be on display, including the 

introduction of Unipower H46+ 
for 2017 along with premium bio 
hydraulic grades, gear oils and 
engine oils for a wide range of 
applications.

Glasboy: Stand 101

See GGR

Goldhofer: Stand 305a

See Andover Trailers

Gorbel: Stand MP18

See Carl Stahl Evita

GT Trax: Stand MP1

On display will be samples from 
the GT Trax range of high molecular 

weight polyethylene (HMPE) plastic 
outrigger pads. Also on show will 
be examples of the GT Trax line of 
Power Tracks temporary roadway 
systems, manufactured from 
recycled and recyclable HMPE 
plastic. Power Tracks are suitable 
for heavy duty and light duty 
vehicles

Hitec Lift Trucks: Stand 205a

The forklift sponsor for the event 
Hitec is the dealer for the Cesab 
range of industrial forklift trucks. 
The company is part of Toyota 
Materials Handling Europe, and has 
been the Cesab dealer since 1994. 
The company is running a draw 
for an all paid trip with flights and 
accommodation for two people to 

Bologna, Italy, including a visit to 
the Cesab facility.

Identipro: Stand MP23

Identipro specialises in label and 
decal printing systems, allowing 
rental companies to print their 
own industrial grade, instantly dry 
weatherproof labels - including 
safety symbols/decals and signs, 
barcodes, custom text and company 
logos. Print your durable, outdoor 
labels and signs using one of its 
portable or desktop label printers. 
The benefits include reduced 
equipment downtime and a 
reduction in decal/sign inventory. 
Be sure to visit the stand for a quick 
demonstration and discussion.

Vertikal Days c&a

Cesab forklift 
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inspHire: Stand MP27

inspHire provides leading rental 
management software solutions 
to the access and lifting iIndustry, 
designed to streamline the 
complete hire process by improving 
operational efficiencies, equipment 
utilisation and customer service. It 
claims to have the perfect solution 
no matter how large or small the 
company. inspHire will also be 
demonstrating inspHire Mobile, 
allowing the completion of LOLER 
Examinations on a hand-held device, 
as well as inspHire CRM, which 
optimises customer and prospect 
management to increase sales 
and improve customer loyalty, 
and the newly launched inspHire 
WebPortal allowing customers to 
access important hire information 
around the clock. inspHire is offering 
visitors an exclusive show-only offer 
that entitles new customers to an 
additional free office user licence 
with every system order.

Intellitec MV: Stand MP4

Intellitec MV designs, manufactures 
and installs electrical DC and AC 
systems for builders, converters 
and fleet operators of specialist 
vehicles. IMV’s products are used 
for battery power management and 
programmable control of electrical 
systems in a wide variety of 
applications including bus, truck, 
emergency service, leisure vehicles 
and marine. The widely adopted 
Intellitec Battery Guard system 

guarantees battery starting power 
and is fitted on all UK Fire & Rescue 
vehicles and specified by many 
major fleet operators. The company 
will also launch its new range of 
lithium-ion batteries. 

Interpump UK: Stand MP2

The Interpump Group is not only 
the world’s largest manufacturer of 
Power Take Offs but also one of the 
major manufacturers of hydraulic 
pumps, cylinders, hose & fittings 
and directional control valves in 
addition to a wide range of other 
hydraulic components. Interpump 
UK has merged with sister company 
IMM Hydraulics (UK) and moved to 
a large two-acre site allowing it to 
stock a wider variety of hydraulic 
components, hose production lines 
and testing areas. Brands within 
the group include Hydrocar, IMM, 
Hydroven, Hypress, Contarini, Panni, 
Walvoil, Galtech and MTC.

IPAF: Stand 120

This year IPAF will highlight 
the importance of inspection, 
maintenance and the thorough 
examination of machines to coincide 
with new industry guidance 
documents. Demonstrations and 
information provided on the stand 
will illustrate the importance of  
good maintenance regimes from  
pre-use checks  
to major  
examinations.

inspHire  
software

Intellitec
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IPS: Stand 209

See IAPS 

Jaama: Stand MP7

Jaama’s Key2 Hire Management 
is a totally integrated web-based 
fleet management software solution 
that actively monitors and provides 
the information required to make 
strategic business decisions. The 
product suits both single user 
or multi-site companies, helping 
control costs, improve asset 
utilisation, ensure legislative 
compliance, and manages operators 
all with the aim to increase 
profitability by making costs and 
income transparent. Key2 Hire 
Management is fully scalable, with 
an in-built reporting suite and fully 
integrated accounts functionality.

Kargo King: Stand 119a

See Sterling GP

Kassbohrer: Stand 202
See Shawtrack Services

King Trailers: Stand 301/2
See Skyking

Latch and Batchelor: Stand 501

Latch and Batchelor is the UK 
distributor for the Verope OEM wire 
rope business for the offshore, 
construction and heavy industries 
with a focus on the tower, crawler 
and mobile crane market. The 
company has a dedicated crane 
service centre where its ropes are 
laser measured and end fittings to 
suit most applications can be added, 
including bespoke end stops for 
Liebherr, Terex, Grove and others, 
which can be installed in-house or 
on site. The company also stocks 
a wide range of ropes for same 
day collection or next day delivery 
including ropes fitted with Liebherr 
approved end stops attached for the 
Liebherr LTM range. 

Lifting Gear UK: Stand 312

Supplies, hire sales, inspection, 
repair and testing of all types 
of lifting equipment including 

full contract lift and the design, 
development and fabrication control 
of lifting appliances.

Live Trackway: Stand 308

Formerly Eve and LION Trackhire, 
the specialist division of A-Plant 
will show Emtek timber system, 
a modern engineered and lighter 
alternative to traditional bog mats.

Lubitec: Stand 217b

Lubitec supplies high quality, 
environmentally friendly, specialist 
lubricants including wire rope 
grease for regular and marine 
applications and biobased 
environmentally 
friendly 
lubricants and 
greases.

Mace Industries: Stand 218a

Mace Industries will show a range 
of Wire Rope and Rack & Pinion 
Construction Hoists, a Brick/Tile 
Conveyor Lift and Powered Interlink 
Conveyor Belt.

Macs Trucks: Stand 222

Macs will exhibit its latest access 
specification plant delivery body and 
will display an 80 tonne/metre Fassi 
crane with front stabiliser legs. 

Magnetek: Stand MP10

Magnetek will display its full line 
of wireless radio controls for lifting 
equipment, including the Flex Pro 
proportional control transmitter, 
MHR radio controller and Flex VUE 
transmitter with graphic display. 
The company’s precision wireless 
controls can be customised 
for a variety of applications, 
reducing internal engineering and 
manufacturing costs, improving time 
to market and enhancing equipment 
performance.

Mather+Stuart: Stand 308
See A-Plant

Mentor Training Solutions: 
Stand MP36

Mentor Training Solutions are the 
UK’s leading provider of training and 
associated services for material 
handling, access and mobile 
construction equipment including 
IPAF and PASMA courses. The 
company has recently expanded 
its fleet of PASMA vans, offering 
nationwide training at customer 
sites complete with the equipment 
needed to deliver any PASMA 
accredited courses. Training is also 
provided at centres around the UK.

Michelin Tyres: Stand 225

Michelin will focus on its X Crane+ 
tyre, specifically designed for cool 
running due to its casing design and 
tread compound. The casing design 
incorporates a different shape in 
the shoulder area of the tyre that 
reduces the mass and therefore the 
amount of heat retained. It is easier 
to fit than its predecessor having 
a new design of the bead sole. 
Additionally it offers excellent fuel 
efficiency and 
longevity with 
resistance to 
uneven wear 
experienced on 
specific axles.

Miller 
Weblift:  
Stand MP6

See Unitex

Vertikal Days c&a

Lifting Gear UK

Michelin X  
Crane+ tyre

Mitas Tyres: Stand 201

Mitas is the second largest 
specialist off-road tyre manufacturer 
in Europe and part of the Trelleborg 
group. It is the sole manufacturer 
of Mitas and Cultor branded tyres, 
with factories in Czech Republic, 
Serbia and America and is a 
preferred supplier to most of the 
major machinery manufacturers. 
The UK subsidiary was established 
in 2004, and carries a full range of 
cross-ply and radial tyres for various 
applications.

Modulift: Stand MP25

Modulift will show a range of its 
spreader beams and other below 
the hook heavy lifting equipment 
including modular spreader beams 
up to 50 tonnes and the innovative 
Trunnion Spreader Beam which 
provides shackle free lifting. The 
company offers both off the shelf 
and custom lifting solutions and 
is ready to advise on rig planning, 
design custom lifting equipment or 
manufacture lifting products to the 
highest specifications.

Montracon: Stand 213

Montracon prides itself on its 
product portfolio and production 
flexibility, building one of the 
widest ranges of trailers available 
in Europe. On the stand will be the 
new MT45 machinery carrier/trailer 
with a low-profile neck with 1500 
pneumatic pop-up ramp ideally 
suited for access, construction and 
agricultural equipment. The new 
range has numerous options tailored 
to the market with various rear ramp 
configurations.

Modulift spreader beam

Montracon trailer





T: 01536 721010   E: sales@versalift.co.uk 

The Landmark in  
Vehicle Mounted  
Platforms

VAN MOUNTED PICK-UP MOUNTED CHASSIS MOUNTED INSULATED PLATFORM TRUCK MOUNTED TRACK MOUNTED

versalift.co.uk
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Versalift have been manufacturing platforms  
for more than 50 years and have sold over  
5,000 units in the UK and Ireland. Our focus on safety, 
performance and innovation, together with market leading 
24/7 national aftersales support, ensure Versalift are the 
landmark choice in vehicle mounted platforms.

Stand No. 207
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Myerscough College: Stand MP9

Myerscough College specialises 
in the education and training of 
20 different subjects including an 
engineering facility that delivers a 
wide range of specialist industry 
and short course training. It 
also delivers apprenticeships in 
Construction Plant Maintenance to 
crane and access rental companies 
across the country.

Nolim: Stand 507

Nolim is one of the largest European 
suppliers of outrigger pads and road 
mats. It also supplies stowage for 
outrigger pads, slide on outrigger 
shoes and Containershield. It also 
provides stainless steel brackets for 
single and double stowage suitable 
for 300, 400, 500, and 600mm pads.

asset register. Once they have 
completed their days work they 
synchronise with the server and 
the reports are produced for proof 
reading.

Platinum Batteries: Stand MP28

Platinum International is the 
UK master distributor for Trojan 
Batteries, it has no minimum order 
quantity or value, it has a next day 
delivery service and also provides 
a fully legally compliant scrapage 
scheme.

i4300 Rated Capacity Indicator, 
the successor to the W2245. The 
i4300 features a 4.3 inch colour 
screen, USB connectivity, full on-
screen collaboration and CANbus 
communication. Also on the stand is 
the i4500 series of Rated Capacity 
Indicators, developed to meet 
the latest regulations/standards 
while maintaining simple, clear 
information for the operator. This 
will also be a chance to see the 
i4000 multipurpose indicator range 
which will be available later this 
year.

RidgeGear: Stand MP6

See Unitex 

Rima: Stand MP19/20

Rima industrial components will 
show its range of mechanical 
parking jacks, hydraulic cylinders 
and stabilisers as well as industrial 
turntables and slew rings.

equipment and products for working 
in confined spaces. Brands include 
LiftinGear, Easy-Rig Aluminium 
Gantries and Euro Slings. It will 
show new products from Easy-Rig 
Aluminium Gantries and Counter 
Balance Guil Material Lifts.

Sanctuary Zone: Stand 219
See Aerial and Handling Services

Shawtrack Services: Stand 202

Shawtrack will display examples 
of its custom-built truck bodies 
including a new body for a 12 tonne 
Iveco chassis with slide together 
aluminium ramps. Shawtrack has 
also been appointed as a supplier for 
Kassbohrer low bed trailers, ranging 
from 48 to 64 tonnes.

vert ikal  daysc&a

Orlaco: Stand MP26

See Cranesafe

OTR Wheel Engineering 
Europe: Stand MP13/14

OTR will show a wide range of aerial 
work platform wheel assemblies, 
black and non marking tyres, foam 
fill services and solid wheels for 
electric slab scissor lifts.

Outriggerpads: Stand 510

Outriggerpads will show a range 
of different sized outrigger pads, 
including large crane pads and 
interlocking multi mat ranges. It will 
also display its new SmartStore, 
which can safely store up to 26 
mats, and is designed to increase on 
site productivity and helps to protect 
operators from unnecessary lifting.

Paragon Bank: Stand MP31

With 30 years of experience in asset 
finance, Paragon Bank Business 
Finance delivers financial solutions 
from straightforward short-term 
loans to comprehensive funding 
packages for public and private 
limited companies, partnerships 
and sole traders across a number of 
sectors, including cranes and access 
equipment.

Plansafe Solutions: Stand MP15

Designed by engineers for engineers, 
Plansafe Solutions will show 
SafetyPro Engineer, a management 
software package that provides an 
all in one system. Using a handheld 
tablet on site the service engineer 
can download the client’s previous 
examination report and the complete 

 Nolim  
outrigger  

pads Power Jacks - Load 
Monitoring Solutions: Stand 
MP32

Power Jacks - Load Monitoring 
Solutions specialises in the 
manufacture of load monitoring 
equipment, electro-mechanical 
lifting and positioning products, in 
addition to offering specialist high 
precision machining and engineering 
services. On the stand will be a 
wide variety of load cell products, 
crane safety instrumentation and 
winch monitoring systems.

Power-Pads: Stand 400

See Crowland Cranes

Probst Handling Equipment: 
Stand 119b

Probst Handling Equipment will 
highlight a range of its material 
handling equipment, including 
vacuum and mechanical kerb lifters, 
all of which help eliminate bad 
manual handling practice, so that 
contractors can work efficiently 
within the manual handling 
regulations that are increasingly 
enforced on construction sites.

Trojan Batteries range

Materials 
handling 
equipment 
from Probst.

PSR: Stand 112/4

See Genie

Rayco Wylie Systems: Stand 
MP17

Rayco Wylie will show its new 

The new i4000 from Rayco Wylie.

Ritchie Bros Auctioneers: 
Stand MP30

As the world’s largest equipment 
auctioneer, Ritchie Bros will be 
demonstrating how its unreserved 
auctions can be a practical method 
for disposing of equipment retired 
from the rental fleet.

SafetyLiftinGear: Stand 503

SafetyLiftinGear is a supplier of 
lifting gear, material handling, 
load restraint and height safety 

Rima  
hydraulic cylinders.

Material lift from 
SafetyLiftinGear

Shield Batteries: Stand MP24

Shield Batteries is the UK distributor 
for Crown Batteries, one of the 
leading international deep cycle 
battery manufacturers, which are 
widely used as original equipment 
by aerial lift manufacturers. Shield 
offers a competitive replacement 
service for fleet owners.

12 tonne truck with  
Shawtrack sliding ramps

Crown Batteries  
will be on the Shield stand.





SKM Asset Finance: Stand 505

SKM Asset Finance has been 
supporting the UK construction 
industry for 20 years and is a 
finance broker dedicated to the 
sector. The company aims to 
source competitive deals through 
its established relationships with 
funders, whilst also offering bespoke 
vendor schemes for manufacturers 
and dealers. To celebrate the 20th 
anniversary, the company is running 
a business card draw with the lucky 
winner taking home a case of Vertik 
Ale which has been specially bottled 
by The Wincle Beer Company. The 
winner will also receive a free tour 
of the micro brewery with up to five 
guests, so drop your card in the 
box on the stand before 3pm on the 
Thursday to be within a chance of 
winning.

SpanSet: Stand MP12

SpanSet designs, manufactures, 
supplies lifting, load control and 
work at height safety products. 
It will display its Exoset range of 
grade 100 lifting points and the 
Grabba lifting bags along with a 
range of working at height products, 
including full body harnesses, 
lanyards and the Gotcha rescue kits. 
The company also offers inspection 
and training for users of its products 
and will run a ‘Get Your Kit On’ 
competition on its stand, where you 
can race against time to correctly 
fit a harness. The winner will take 
away a bluetooth speaker.

supplier for the Access Alliance. 
The company will launch two new 
innovations at the show, including 
its first new Step-Frame low loader 
and a new concept, the ‘Kargo King’ 
body, a low-profile roll-on, roll-off 
body mounted on a DAF 12 tonne 
chassis.

Syrinx by Point of Rental 
Software: Stand MP8

Point of Rental Software provides 
hire software to over 4,700 rental 
locations worldwide. Products 
include Elite, which delivers a 
customised ERP software for hire 
corporations, Expert is a full-
featured software for advanced 
hire businesses, Syrinx software 
optimises complex processes 
for hire depots of any size and 
Essentials is a cloud-based software 
for straightforward hire operations.

Tackle Store: Stand 503

See SafetyLiftinGear

Thermoil: Stand 209

See IAPS 

TMC Lifting Supplies: Stand 400

See Crowland Cranes

Top Service: Stand MP16

Credit information provider specialist 
Top Service will highlight its credit 
information and debt recovery 
services which are specifically 
tailored to the construction industry. 
Stop by the stand to ask about 
debt recovery, pre-litigation, credit 
information and other services 
relating to credit control.

machine via a smartphone to carry 
out tasks such pre-use checks.

Trimble Lifting Solutions:  
Stand 400

See Crowland Cranes

Trojan Batteries: Stand MP28

See Platinum Batteries

TuffTrak: Stand MP11

See Checkers Safety Group

TVH: Stand 206

TVH will show its new compact 
and easy-to-install hydraulic 
generator which can be connected 
to the hydraulic circuits of aerial 
work platforms, earth-moving 
equipment, trucks, cranes and 
other construction equipment. The 
company also offers a wide range 
of replacement parts for aerial work 
platforms and telescopic handlers 
including safety equipment, ground 
support plates, anti-theft systems 
and liftCam. It will also host a 
competition to win a children’s Mini.

spread products including the 
UniMat Modular Aluminium System. 
The UniMat Wheel Levelling System 
incorporating its UniMat Aluminium 
Modules and Extreme High Density 
Foam Ramps. Aimed primarily at 
the platform market to promote 
level machine setup, the system 
also facilitates ease of access 
onto heavy-duty load spread mats 
for rubber tracked spider lifts and 
cranes. 

Verope: Stand 501

See Latch and Batchelor

Vertikal Press: Marketplace

International specialist publisher and 
provider of information on the lifting 
industry, the company is responsible 
for Cranes & Access and Kran & 
Bühne magazines, the online news 
service and information database 
Vertikal.net and is also the organiser 
of Vertikal Days and other events.

vert ikal  daysc&a
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Steadplan: Stand 223a

Leeds based Steadplan distributes 
all makes of commercial vehicles 
and trailers.

Sterling GP: Stand 119a

Sterling GP supplies rigid delivery 
truck bodies to the rental industry. 
Clients include Nationwide 
Platforms and AFI Uplift and it has 
recently become the approved 

Safety 
harnesses 

from 
SpanSet.

Towergate Insurance Brokers: 
Stand MP35

Towergate specialises in the 
powered access, crane and general 
equipment sectors, providing 
bespoke insurance and risk 
management services. It insures a 
large number of mobile crane rental 
companies and is a CPA and IPAF 
member.

Trackunit UK: Stand MP34

Trackunit supplies access control 
and telematics to the aerial 
lift industry. Its access control 
technology was developed in 
collaboration with IPAF - which 
allows deep integration between 
the IPAF operator log and its PAL 
Smartcard system. The company 
has recently launched a new Dual 
ID keypad which is IP69 rated 
and its Go operator mobile app, 
which connects the operator to the 

TVH’s new hydraulic generator.

Unitex UK: Stand MP6

Unitex UK is one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers of webbing, 
height safety and lifting equipment 
with a history dating back over 
100 years. Product ranges include 
RidgeGear fall prevention/protection 
systems and Miller Weblift lifting 
and load restraint solutions with 
safe, low-cost, good value lifting and 
lashing solutions.

Unitex  
slings.

Universal Crane Mats:  
Stand 500

Universal Crane Mats, the 
independent supplier of outrigger 
mats and spreader systems for 
cranes and other heavy equipment, 
will exhibit a wide range of load 

UniMat by Universal Crane Mats

Welton Media: Marketplace

Welton Media uses videos 
and other material to promote 
companies within the construction 
and equipment markets. It aims 
to bring a company’s personality 
to life, whether it is a whole 
rebrand or just a new look on 
some company documents and 
website. The company is offering 
a special deal for the show - any 
marketing booked in within 14 
days of the event will receive a 20 
percent discount, and is running a 
competition for a half price client 
testimonial video package.

Winlet: Stand 211/2
See Hird Group
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A S Joysticks: 
Stand 504
New exhibitor A S Joysticks will 
enter your details into a raffle for 
a five litre barrel of locally brewed 
real ale. All you need do is post your 
business card in the box on the stand 
to enter.

AmerParts: Stand 217a
New boy to the UK parts replacement business AmerParts will host a 
competition which all exhibitors can enter to win a few laps around the 
Silverstone Formula One track in the Ferrari F430, which you will see 
displayed on the stand. Simply 
drop by and fill in a competition 
form. The winner will be 
announced on the Thursday of 
the show.

APS: Stand 209
Celebrating its 30th birthday this year, APS will host a competition using 
two car simulators on which visitors to the stand can race each other 
to win prizes. There will also be a fastest lap competition for the more 
competitive ones amongst you.

Checkers Safety Group: Stand MP11
New exhibitor Checkers Safety will challenge you to guess the weight of 
the outrigger mat, the size of which will be confirmed at the show - so 
that you can’t Google it first! The first prize is dinner with the CSG team. 
Perhaps more interestingly it will have a show special - a 400 x 400 x 
40mm, 10 tonne capacity outrigger mat for just £19 plus VAT. The deal is 
only available at the show though so don’t miss out. 

Falcon Tower Crane Services: Stand 303
Falcon will be offering visitors to the stand a chance to win a luxury 
hamper from Fortnum & Mason. All 
you need do is drop your business 
card into a jar on the stand and one 
will be randomly selected on the 
Thursday of the show.

Hitec Lift Trucks: 
Stand 205a
Visitors to the Hitec stand who stop by and leave their business cards 
or contact details will be entered into a draw to be held after the show, 
where one lucky winner will win 
a trip to Italy, including flights and 
accommodation for two people for 
one night in Bologna, Italy. The trip 
will also include a visit to Cesab’s 
production facility.

SKM Asset Finance:  
Stand 505
To celebrate the 20th anniversary of SKM Asset 
Finance, the company is running a business card 
draw with the lucky winner taking home a case of 
Vertik Ale which has been specially brewed and 
bottled by The Wincle Beer Company. The winner 
will also receive a free tour of the micro brewery 
with up to five guests, so drop your card in the 
box on the stand before 15:00 on Thursday to be 
in with a chance of winning.

SpanSet: Stand MP12
SpanSet will run a ‘Get Your Kit On’ competition on its stand, where you can 
race against time to correctly fit a harness. The winner will take away a Red 
5 Hexagon T900 Bluetooth Speaker. The more 
competitive among you can then check your 
times against others. But remember its not 
all about speed - if the harness is not fitted 
correctly it does not count. 

TVH: Stand 206
Replacement parts specialist TVH 
will host a competition on its 
stand to win a fantastic battery 
powered children’s Mini. So if 
you have young children - or 
grandchildren - this is one to  
go for.

Unitex UK: Stand MP6
Visitors to the Unitex stand will be given the chance to get a discount 
code to get 10 percent off their first purchase on Chaser, the company’s 
new lanyard range, when it is launched in June. So check out the latest in 
lanyard design and pick up a coupon.

Versalift: Stand 207
Visitors are invited to take the Landmark 
Challenge on the Versalift stand for a chance  
to win £150 of hotel vouchers.

Welton Media: 
Marketplace
Welton Media is offering a special deal for the show - any marketing booked 
within 14 days of the event will receive a 20 percent discount on the 
quotation. It is also running a competition for a half price client testimonial 
video package. If you want to step up your marketing efforts it will definitely 
be worth your while to check it out.

Competitions, 
special deals  
& promotions

As in previous years a number of exhibitors are 
organising competitions and promotions on their 
stand. The best ones are of course a great deal on 
a new product or service, while others are more 
personal and some just for fun. So if you are looking 
for a good deal or simply interested in trying your luck 
at winning a prize and having a bit of fun, then check 
out the following stands.

Take the LANDMARK 
CHALLENGE  

for a chance to win 

Hotel Vouchers
150£

www.versalift.co.uk




